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6. We welcome a discussion with you about these options. Some potential discussion questions
are below. We suggest we cover the first two sets of questions (addressed by the first and
second A3) relatively quickly, and focus our discussion on the third set of questions (addressed
by the third and fourth A3) about change options.

Potential discussion questions
Current state of the ITP sector
•

What's the relative state of ITPs around the sector?

•

What are the problems or challenges facing the sector? Which of these are genuinely
systemic? Widely spread, but not necessarily systemic? Not systemic?

•

What distinguishes the successful ITPs?

What are the opportunities for improving the sustainability of ITPs?
•

Where are the opportunities?

•

How hard are they likely to be to obtain them?

What are the options for system change?
•

Prefacing question: Should ITP Roadmap 2020 look at options that involve changes to
the respective roles of ITPs and ITOs? See paragraph 3 above.

•

How much do the options address the opportunities?

•

How much do the options address the systemic and non-systemic challenges?

•

What are the main trade-offs at play?

•

What might it take to put each option into effect? How much cost, time and risk is
government willing to invest in making changes to ITPs?

Next steps
7. You have committed to getting proposals to Cabinet by the end of 2018 on a proposed way
forward for the ITP sector. Subject to your feedback at the strategy session, we expect to
prepare final advice for you by the end of September 2018 on proposals you could take to
Cabinet. We expect to include in this advice:
•

information about the process the ITP Roadmap 2020 project has undertaken, including a
standalone report on “What we heard from the ITP sector and its stakeholders”, which we
will seek permission to publish on the TEC website;

•

analysis of the current state of the sector, including assessments of financial and other
capability at sector level and for each ITP;

•

identification and high-level quantification of the main opportunities available to generate
savings at ITPs and/or improve the quality and relevance of their educational offerings;

•

identification and analysis of the structural change options that could best enable ITPs to
realise these opportunities;

•

discussion of the fundamental trade-offs and choices that these different options
represent; and
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•

TEC’s advice on the best way forward. This may be a recommendation to pursue a
specific option, or a recommendation to choose between two or more options according
to the cost and time you are willing to invest in a change process.

8. We do not intend to provide detailed advice at this stage about potential implementation
pathways for each option considered. However, we will give an estimation of the cost, risk and
time likely to be involved in implementing each option. We will also give a high-level view of
any legislative, regulatory, policy or funding change that might needed to support particular
kinds of structural change, including likely implications for Budget 2019.
9. Actions beyond the end of September will depend on where we get to in our conversation with
you at the upcoming strategy session and in our subsequent advice, as well as progress on the
VET review.

Consultation with government agencies
10. We will work closely with the Ministry of Education and Treasury in preparing our advice to you.
We will also consult with other government agencies in line with their interests, for example:
•

Education New Zealand has a keen interest in understanding the potential impact of
change on international education provision and on New Zealand’s international brand;

•

the Ministry of Primary Industries wants assurance that ITPs will continue to deliver
primary industries provision in the regions; ditto the Ministry of Health re delivery of
nursing and other health offerings;

•

the Ministry of Social Development is interested in understanding how changes at ITPs
might influence the access of Work and Income clients to training opportunities;

•

the Ministry of Pacific Peoples and Te Puni Kōkiri are interested in understanding how a
reconfigured ITP network can best serve their populations of interest;

•

and so on.

11. We will also consider what design features would best enable ITPs to partner with and deliver
to the aspirations of iwi and hapū, and how these design features could be incorporated into
different potential structural configurations for the ITP network.

Tim Fowler

Hon Chris Hipkins

Chief Executive

Minister of Education

Tertiary Education Commission
__ __ / __ __ / __ __
24 August 2018
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